
[Caution for Ni-MH battery]
When Ni-MH batteries are used, please follow these instructions. Failure to do so could result in battery leakage or/and battery explosion
*Insert the batteries with the polarity shown in the battery compartment . *Remove batteries immediately after use.

Uses a fiber optic cable for 
connection between digital 
camera and DX strobe.

With manual flash exposure 
control adjustment.

Confirming the strobe 
firing manually.

Functions as a TTL slave 
strobe without a sync cord.

TTL photography is 
possible with sync cord.

With Target light illuminating 
the Strobe light axis.

Effective Cordless TTL (TTL Slave) 
function with Digital cameras.

Functions as a slave strobe. For manual 
photography only. TTL automatic control 
not available.

Audible tone indicates flash 
readiness and TTL confirmation.

It corresponds to the 
5-pin connectors of the 
Nikonos type. 

By using Dual Sync Cord/N, 
it is possible to activate 
two-strobe lighting system.

Confirming the TTL 
flash output.
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YS-250PRO

Battery for YS-250PRO(Standard accessory)
54102

Battery Charger for YS-250PRO(Standard accessory)
57103

Diffuser for YS-250PRO
(Standard accessory)
28105

03526YS-250PRO (Black)

Strobe for Digital

The YS-250PRO is designed for demanding 
professionals, packed with revolutionary new 
features to meet the challenges of digital 
photography. A large circular arc tube emits a 
powerful flash at guide number 32 (its value on land, 
ISO 100/m) when power is set to FULL. It provides 
incremental manual flash power adjustment in 12 
steps for graduations of light. The YS-250PRO is 
lightning fast: it recycles in 1.8 seconds. Its 
high-capacity Ni-MH battery, designed exclusively 
for the strobe, stores enough power when fully 
charged for 200 full flashes. A high-luminosity white 
LED target light in the center of the strobe shows 
precisely where the strobe is pointed, and a ready 
lamp and a TTL confirmation lamp on each side of 
the strobe indicate when the strobe is charged and 
when it has been controlled by the camera’s TTL. An 
audible signal sounds when the lamps light so you 
can concentrate on your subject in the viewfinder.

Amazing power to help you 
capture any subject you aim at

62127O-ring Set

[Accessories] Exclusive Ni-MH battery, exclusive battery charger 
(compatible with 110/240V), fixing bolt, diffuser, slave sensor cap

* When the YS-250PRO strobe is used with a compact digital camera in a 
housing, use the Fiber-optic cable.
* When the YS-250PRO strobe is used with an SLR camera in a housing, use 
a sync cord.

Our new YS flagship model for 

professionals is fast and powerful 

with broad coverage: guide number 

32, beam angle 105.
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□Mode switch

□Battery cap □Light level control dial

YS-110α

Diffuser for YS-110α 
(Standard accessory)
28104

03111YS-110α (Black)

Strobe for Digital

The YS-110α introduces numerous new exciting 
functions, opening a whole new digital generation. 
For example, by connecting it to digital cameras 
with pre-flash function using a fiber-optic cable, the 
YS-110α can be used in the fully automatic DS-TTL 
adjustment mode (Digital Slave TTL). Enjoy 
complete creative control ‒ when you want 
absolute control over fine light adjustments, you can 
use a main strobe in DS-TTL mode and a secondary 
strobe in manual mode or you can set up an 
advanced lighting setting using two strobes in 
DS-TTL mode. The DS-TTL adjustment function is 
also available using the light level control dial for 
fine control of the light amount when taking 
pictures in DS-TTL mode. You can also choose from 
13 levels of manual controls when you do not want 
to leave the light adjustment up to the camera. The 
flat, round, 105° beam angle (with diffuser), 
achieved by the balanced positioning of the 3 flash 
tubes, and the power of a Guide Number 22 are 
examples of the excellent performance of the strobe 
that is sure to satisfy even the most demanding 
professionals.

微妙な光量調節で
こだわりのライティングが可能

00000O-ring Set

[Accessories] Fixing bolt, diffuser
* When the YS-110α strobe is used with a compact digital camera in a 
housing, use the Fiber-optic cable.

Further improves the accuracy 

of the DS-TTL’s excellent 

performance. This is a new type 

of strobe building and improving 

on the basic functionality 

of the YS-110.

YS-27DX
03107YS-27DX (Blue)

Strobe for Digital

The YS-27DX strobe is designed for multipurpose 
underwater photography. This strobe has beam 
angle of 105°x 84°and a guide number of up to 20 
(ISO 100 / m) / 66 (ISO 100 / feet), providing spread 
and power for subjects that range from wide-angle 
macro.The light level control dial of the YS-27DX 
has nine different light level control, which 
increments from a minimum power of GN 1.7 to a 
maximum power of GN 20 (1EV step). The light 
level control dial makes you take ideal pictures, 
precisely adjustable to get just the right amount of 
light for the subject at hand.The YS-27DX offers a 
pre-flash cancel mode (*1) that ensures the strobe 
won’t fire prematurely when used with digital 
cameras that emit a small pre-flash burst before the 
main flash. This strobe is compatible with most 
digital cameras that have a pre-flash. An optional 
strobe with your digital camera’s built-in flash.
*1 Some digital cameras adjust flash levels after a first flash and then 
capture an image with a second flash. This first flash is called the 
pre-flash. The strobe’s pre-flash cancel function ignores the pre-flash 
and synchronizes the strobe with the second flash. 

*The YS-27DX is not compatible with digital cameras that emit two or 
more pre-flashes.

Powerful manual controls from 
wide-angle to macro photography

10580O-ring Set

[Accessories] Fixing bolt, diffuser  *When the YS-27DX strobe is used 
with a compact digital camera in a housing, use the Fiber-optic cable.

The YS-27DX strobe is a compact 

and affordable manual strobe for 

most digital cameras in the market.

Diffuser for YS-17 (Standard accessory)
28108

The YS-17 Universal Lighting Package
00000

□Slave sensor

□Reflector

□Mode switch

□Battery cap

□Ready lamp

□Light level switch

□TTL lamp

YS-17
03109YS-17 (Gold)

Strobe for Digital

The YS-17’s slim body ‒ 90×110×140mm (W×H×D) 
‒ makes it easy to use underwater lighting more 
casually. Its light weight ‒ 477g (including 
batteries) ‒ makes it the lightest, most compact 
strobe in the YS strobe lineup. The YS-17’s system 
uses a unique TTL function so anyone can easily 
enjoy TTL photography. Even if the distance to the 
subject changes, the YS-17 will automatically 
adjust the light level so you can easily get the 
correct exposure. You can also switch between TTL 
and manual mode so you do not miss any 
opportunities for a great picture even in those 
situations, like dark places, where the TTL function 
does not work very well.

Professional style underwater 
lighting that is easy to use even 
for beginners

62142O-ring Set

[Accessories] Fixing bolt, diffuser, slave sensor cap
When the YS-17 strobe is used with a compact digital camera in a 
housing, use the Fiber-optic cable.

[Package content] YS-17, Grip-Stay S, Fiber-optic cable (L-type), Strobe 
mask set

This reasonable lighting package allows you to attach the YS-17 
to commercially available waterproof cases by any manufacturer.

Compact underwater strobe 

for easy TTL photography 

using a digital camera.
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